
Rothco X Bear Archery Fred Bear 
Camo Concealed Carry Advanced 
Tactical Bag 
In collaboration with Bear Archery, the revered 
Fred Bear camouflage pattern comes to life 
through Rothco’s legendary outdoor apparel and 
gear, including our rugged Concealed Carry 
Advanced Tactical Bag. Each item in the Fred 
Bear Camouflage collection has been crafted 
using the iconic Fred Bear camo pattern. 
Versatile Storage Pouches: The hunting bag 
features 16 utility pockets for storing and 
organizing your outdoor gear and supplies. The 
main compartment utilizes a drawstring closure 
that ensures your essentials stay safe and 
secure. The CCW shoulder bag also includes an 
exterior phone pocket, a key pouch with a 
mounting clip, and a large drawstring side pocket 
that is ideal for water bottles. There is back 
zippered pocket with a loop field for a concealed 
carry holster attachment. Comfortable Carry: The 
tactical sling bag uses an adjustable padded 
shoulder strap that extends up to 54 inches and 
has a quick-release buckle for an easy on/off. In 
addition, the 3 padded areas on the back provide 
added comfort and a secure fit. Utility at the 
Forefront: These MOLLE compatible concealed 
carry bags include a d-ring and PALS webbing on 
the outside for mounting and securing additional 
hunting gear. The Fred Bear Camo shoulder bag 
features a rear hook & loop belt loop, ensuring 
the hip bag remains in place while on the move. 
Proudly display your nametag or morale patches 
on the front loop field. As Strong as an Ox: 
Designed to stay with you every step of the way, 
this tactical utility bag is made with tough 600D 
polyester that easily withstands rigorous outdoor 
use as you hunt.

Specifications

Property Value

Brand ROTHCO

Product Origin CHN

Closures And Fasteners Flap, Buckle

Dimensions
Main Pouch - 8" x 4" x 8.5", Front Pocket - 6" x 7.5", 
Rear Pocket - 7" x 7.5"



Material Polyester

Material Specs 600 Denier Polyester

UPC Label On Product Yes

Certification ISO Certified
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